Over the last month, we’ve had many exciting opportunities to share the diverse scientific and programmatic work that One Earth has been leading. From virtual conversations to in-person events, check out where in the world we’ve been lately in our efforts to inspire everyone to help scale solutions to the climate crisis!

One Earth selected as the official nonprofit partner of Fintech TV

We’re excited to announce that One Earth has been designated as the official charity partner for two Fintech TV shows on impact investing hosted by Jeff Gitterman — *TheIMPACT* and *The Great Repricing* — which focus on advances in sustainable finance to achieve the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Our Deputy Director, Karl Burkart, recently spoke with Jeff Gitterman on *The Great Repricing* about One Earth’s efforts to address climate change.
Justin Winters & Jonathan Rose on Coexisting with Nature

Our Executive Director Justin Winters recently joined the Garrison Institute's cofounder Jonathan Rose on the Pathways to Planetary Health Forum. The conversation focused what it will take for humanity and nature to coexist and thrive together by 2050, and Justin explained several innovative programs that One Earth has developed to address climate change and biodiversity loss.

Watch The Interview
Rewild: How humans help rebuild the fabric of nature

One Earth’s Conservation Advisor, Carly Vynne Baker, and Deputy Director Karl Burkart recently participated in a panel discussion at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles. The panel brought together artists, conservationists, and activists to discuss how the recovery of wildlife and ecosystems can support global objectives for biodiversity, climate, and people.

One Earth in the news

We’re thrilled to have One Earth’s work recently featured in both Forbes and Dell. In Forbes, Justin discusses the concept of Philanthro-activism — our innovative approach to climate philanthropy. In Dell, Karl explains how the One Earth Project Marketplace is disrupting traditional models of philanthropy by giving everyone the opportunity to fund impactful climate solutions.